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Abstract

Four microbarographstations recorded ,viaves at a range of

approximately 130 mi from a row charge of high explosives buried

near optimum cratering depth. 'Comparison with propagations from

thi'ee airburst calibration detonations showed that a source model

derived from close-in data was appropriate for distant effects pre-

dictions. This model predicted that wave amplitude. from. explosives

at this kcaled depth would be 20% of amplitudes expected for d free-

air burst. All amplit,.:des perpendicular to a row charge are propor-

,tional to the 0.7 power of tlie number of charges in the row.
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PROJECT PRE-GONDOLA Ill PHASE II

MICROBAROGRAPH MEASUREMENTS

K Project Pre-Gondola III Phase II

SPre-Gondola experiments were carried 30-ton spheres of nitromethane explosive

out near the west shore of Fort Peck-:R-s- buried in weak, wet Bearpaw clay shale, at

ervo.ir,, Montana. The crater from this depths and charge spacings expected to

partictilar event, a single row detonation optimize cratering. Detonation was on

of buried nitrom.thane explosives, was schedule at 1000 MST, October 30; 1968.

designed to connect to a preexisting crater, The Pre-Gondola project was conducted by

Pre-Gondola II (excavated June 28, 1967).1 the U. S. Army Engineer Nuclear Cratering

Pre-Gondola III Phase II>consisted of seven Group, located at Livermore, California.

Microbarography

The purpos!e of the microbarograph, vailing seasonal east o: west winds at ap-'

measurements in this project was to gain proximately 150,000-ft altitudes. ,Micch

/furtherinformation about the long-range stronger waves are emitted perpendicular
5,6

propagation of airblast wa'ves from explo- to a row charge,5' and, with nortl,-south
sive cratering events, information that orientation of bursts postulated by Inter-

could be applied to the safet Yanalyses of oceanic Canal Studies, east or west is' the

AEC-Plowshare nuclear explosive exca- dcrection of blast-ducting winds and is

vations. In particular, Phase II of Pro- .over land where nuisance level damage

Gondola III provided the first opportunity and hazardscould result. An immediate

to observe propagations at. long range, goal was to establish whether nearly

perpendicular to a roi'-charge detonation, acoustic wave addition, found from close-

and in a direction of expected high-altitude in airblast measurements on small charge

ozGnosphere sound ducting.2 In previous experiments, was also operative at

large row-charge experiments rows were downwind ranges of approximately a

aligned nearly east-west.3,4 Only rola- hundred miles where concentrations of

tively weak waves, emitted off the ends, ozonosphere-ducted sound usually

were propagated great distances by pre- appear.
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Operations Plan

Four/ microbarograph -stations were Table 1. Microbarograph locations.

operatedýýat a range of approxlmately 130 mi Baigfo

in Ab'ut northeast through southeast Shot-to-stqtioný Pre-Gondola III
Bearing DistancE axis

directions. It was expected that winter Station (deg) (min) (deg)

westerly winds-would have become estab- Comnertown. 062 1,28 052

lished at high altitudes by late October and Montana
7 Williston, 084-- 130 073

duet the airbiast wave Into these stations. kNorth D~akota

The locations of the stations are shown in \Wibaux, 121 132 110
Montana

F ig. 1. Shot- to- stat ion bearings and sep- 18k V 141 137 130

arations are listed in Table 1.* Local tons Mlontanai

IF SASKATCH1EWAN

'MONTANA
Comertown

Ch ,arge row 10
orientatio~n INORTH

"o/ M-16 DAKOTA

'ýJ" Wlf US-ý2

051t2.3 40 5300

Fg1.Pre-Gondola 0i9ad irbrorpoctos
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Fwere not surveyed for this project, be- where

-cause map measurements were considered R = range in thousands of feet

accurate enough for purposes of blast pro- Wa = apparent yield in kilotons

pagation interpretation. For the calibration detonations, then,

The-microbarographs wei-e the.same -115.9 R .(1)

equipment units vWhich have been. used-on k
S~8

many other explosives tests. A ring of

snowfence was placed around each sensor In this equation, incident amplitude,

Sto reduce-ambient wind noise, A. 3-in Pk' has been doubled by grqund reflection
• • to give recorded amplitudes pk'

radius fence appears to cut wind ioise k'

amplitudes by a lictor of at least 5.or 6, Standard propagation amplitudes are
:• -. shown in Table 2, both for sea level

without significantly affecting the coherent

blast-wave signal. 9  standard ambient pressure and (as scaled)
tor ambient pressure at micbaorp

To esta5ilsh what atmospheric propaga- cnhbarograph:• • - ~elevation.123
tion conditions existed at test event time

and what airblast amplitudes would be Actual recorded amplitudes from these

scaled- for other known source strengths caliLation shots reflect an atmospheric

u hir rrefractive convergence or divergence of• •ýunder these conditions, three calibrationi

shots were fired. These were detonated energy, known as the focus factor. A

i a ain f Pfocus factor is obtained from each wave•" • in an area about I mi north from Pre-

Gondola III, Phase II, at 11-2 min, 11+3 min, recording by dividing recorded amplitude

and'H+5 iin. Each calibration shot was by the standard propagation amplitude.

2500 lb of Composition-B explosive, placed Standard propagationamplitudes are

on a 15-ft high wood,-frame platform. This shown in Table 2. The focus factor is

height-of-burst, has been used for calibra- assumed to be indepeadefit of yield and

tion shots in recent-years to give enhanced a-function of atmospheric conditions only..
and repeatable airblast strength. Thus for some other yield, such as a

• When 2500 lb of Composition-B lIE is cratering test event, a new standard

detonated 15 ft above ground, height-of- amplitude may be scaled and multiplied

burst effects give an airblast equivalent by this focus factor to give, an amplitude

(or apparent) yields Was of 2.52 tons of expected for the test yield, free-air burst,

HE in a free-air burst, or 5.04 X 10-3 kt at the same time and place as the calib-a-i of iiuclear (NE) free-air burst. 1 0  tion shot. This expected amplitude,

The peak-to-peak recorded pressure divided by the actual recorded underground

ampltud, p~ (I milibrs),at inas- event amplitude, gives the muffling factor

uring station for hemispherical blast wave or attenuation applied by that'underground

expansion in a homogeneous, calm at- environment. The inverse is known as

74• nimosphere, with no refraction and extend- the transmission factor.

Ing beyona the distance range of hydro- Based on Nevada Test Site (NTS) ex-

dynamic calculations in IBM Problem M, 11 perience, 7propagations downwind with

is given by: ozonosphere ducting show an average focus

L 962W0.4 -. 2 factor of about 1.0. Thus average ampli-
Pk =962 W a tudes about equal standard amplitudes.
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Table'2. Standard propagation ampiitudes.,for calibration shots (2500 lb of Composi-
tion-B,, 15-ft height-of-burst)..

Standard'
atmosphere Sea level Altitude Expected

Range Altitude pressuze p* p range
Station (103 kt) (ft) MSL. (mbar), (bar) (Pbar) (pbar)

Comertown 676 2300 932 46,;6 44,7 20-100

Williston 686 2325 931 45.8 43.9 20-98

Wibaux 597 2770 911' 44-.0 42.6 1 ,05,

Ismay 723 2440 43.0 41.1 .18-92

15

There is, however, an expected log- to about 90,000-ft MSL altitudes. A

norman-scatter factor or geometric shot-time sounding of upper-air wind and

standard deviation, aG = 2.2, where temperature coiiditions, by rawinsonde,

standard deviation, a = In aG = ±1.246.14 allows an acoustic rayrpath calculation

Typical transmission factors, from pre- which gives another estimate of the atmos-16
vious HE cratering tests, mayfrange from pheric focus factor. This calculated

approximately 0.05 to 0.30. value is compared to calibration sh6t re-

The Environmental- Science, Services cordings to evaluate predictive capabii-
* 17

Administration (ESSA) support detach;- ities. It also aids in identifying and in-

ment from the Las Vegas ResearchvStation terpreting recorded signals, and in estab-.

made ,a shot-time rawinsonde balloon as- lishing the existence of signals which are

cension to measure temperatures and winds near the amplitude of ambient noise.

Results

All operations critical to microbaro- Microbarograph records were read,

graph measurement. were successful. The and amplitudes and descriptions of the

Pre-Gondola III Phase 11 event was fired various signals are listed in Table 3.

on schedule, as were all three HE calibra- Maximum amplitude signals for each sta-

tion shots. ESSA successfully launched L. tion and~shot were selected and averaged

shot-time rawinsonde balloon for upper air to give a mean focus factor of only 0373.

data. All four microbarograph stations This weak propagation mnay be typical of

were operating satisfactorily, in low wind the early winter circulation in the high

noise backgrounds, and recorded signals stratosphere and would be expected to in-

from all four detonations, crease as winter sets In. Amplitudes of

ozonosphere signals are plotted In Fig. 2,

and compared with the standard propaga-
Now designated NOAA for National tibn curve, These data show large scatter

Oeanographic and Atmospheric
Administration, which is typical for these measurements.

-4-
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Table 3. Summary cf microbarograph recordings.

Average
travel A'tmospheric focus

Atmosp~heric speed Peak-to-peak amplitude (Mbar) factor
Station Signala ductb (ft/sec) Cal- I PG-II Ca-2 Cal-3 Cal- I Ca5-2 Ca-=3

Comertown a r 1109 12.9 12.3 6.3 6.5 0.289 0.141 0.145
b Z 942 9.3 32.9 41.0 16.9 0.208 0.917 0.378

Villiston a T1' 1120 12.2 19.0 14.0 13.8 0.278 0.312 0.360

b Z 965 22.5 25.9 11.3 8.9 0.513 0.257 0.203

c Z 963 18.2 20.9 31.8 34.9 0.415 0.724 0.795

d Z 958 27.8 53.7 54.0 51.5 0.633 1.251 1.173

Wibaux a Z 996 14.8 8609 28.6 24.4 0.347 0.671 0.573

Ismay a 997 20.8 82.2 26.5 24.9 0.506 0.645 0.606

b Z 993 27.3 34.7 35.1 31I0 0.664 0.854 0.754

"c z 989 21.8 21.6 44.1 27.9 0.530 0.073 0.679

aI lie letters o, b, c, d indicate successive trriv.ils of wdve ptckets which h,,ve lravelled to diiWreht ,ltitudes at

differing aý6rage speeds.
b.T - troposphere; Z - ozonosphere.

Amplitude variability fcir calibration curred, although there were westerly

shots was analyzed statistically, and log- winds and slight ducting in the atmos-

normnal or geometric standard deviations pheric boundary layer.

are plotted in Fig. 3. Observed varia- Excerpts from the ESSA weather
15

bility does not increase monotonically summary are shown in Table 4, which

with time interval between shots as might gives temperatures and winds at selected

be expected for a weather-dependent altitudes for sound ray calculations.

,variable; i.e., bigger changes would be There was a weak temperature inversion

expected over longer time intervalhý. this extending to a height of about 1000 ft above

is not significant, however, in compari- ground, and WNW winds became light

son with the average geometric standard no.'therly above it. Farther aloft, winds

deviation or scatter factor of 1.78. This shiftedygradually with height and increased
,!

average is somewhat larger than has been to a jetstream maximum of 80 kts from

found for similar experiments at NTS. the southwest at 35,000 ft MSL. Above the

Pre-Gondola II., Phase II was heard tropopause, at about 50,000 ft MSL, winds

by people in Glasgow, about 10 mi north dropped to light and variable, There is

of the test site. In Fort Peck, 6 mi east, no rocket sounding station in'this vicinity

the blast rattled windows but no damage to give upper stratosphere circulation, as

was reported. None of the summer is possible with Tonopah Test Range sound-

homesialong the lake (at about 3 to 4 mi) ings for NTS events.

suffeeed window breakage. Workmen Sound velocity (sound speed plus the

building some new cabins confirmed a directed wind component) vs altitude i'

loud "thuinp" (but smaller than some shown in Fig. 4 for bearings toward the

sonic boorns they had experienced) and four microbar3graphs. The only caleu

reported that they heard no glass break- lated ducting was in the boundary layer,

ing. It appeared that no serious and un- S
Sound speed is determined by atmnos-

expected atmospheric ducting had oc- pheric temperature.

J-5-
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Fig. 2. Ozonosphere signal amplitudes.
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fzontal coordinate the sound velocity dif-

2 3.- ferencesr compared to ground level values.:4 3.0
This figure better illustrates the velocity

:) 2. 0 Avg. a 1 ... ,o increases necessary to give sound ducting
S,-at various altitudes, i.e., (V - V0) > 0.

fo E' Also, propagations, in-this-boundary layer*7 - should travel around i130 ft/sec. This

0 11 2 5 1b calculation does not explain troposphere
0' Time interval between'shots, Zat - min signals recorded at Comertown and

Williston that treVseled at 1109 andS~Fig. 3.V arfa~bility of-calibration shot

amplitudes. 1120 ft/sec, respectively.
"It appears that an effective ducting wind

Table 4. Pre-Gondola III Phase II probably occurr-ed nea-. 20,000 ft MSL.: . rawinsonde data.l15
rawin.o.de data.There could havebeeA a gust leading to a

fAltitde Temperature Mind sound velocity greater than V0 in some
SL (deg/knots) localized strata not detected by the rawin-

2 , 3 4 9a 15.8 300/9 sonde balloon. Since troposphere waves

2,930 13.9 300/11 were not detected by southeast stations

3,250 15.7 310/11 toward which boundary layer ducting was

5"000 13.8 360/3, stronger and sincethey were nearlycross-

6,000 12.5 340'3 wind to the jet stream, this explanation

7,000 9.5 290/10 seems rteasonable.
10,000 3.2 260/15 Ozonosphere waves, indicated in

12,000 -1.8 270/18 Table 3, are not confused, with tropo-

15,000 -9.6 230/17 spheric propagations because they arrive
20,000 -16.3 230/37 so mucl. later, Group velocities, defined

25,000 -27.5 220/50 simply as range divided by arrival time,

30,000 -39.5 220/61 are plotted vs range inrFig. 6. From

35,000 -49.5 220/80 inspection of Fig. 4 it is clear that these

45,000 -54.6 200/63 late atrrivals must have traveled a con-

50,000 -59.3 210/40 siderable distance in the cold tropopause

60,000 -53.0 240/2 region and taken a,ýmuch longer path to the

70,000 -52.2 240/2 mikrobarographs. The pattern of arrivals
80,000 -48,2 010/8 in Fig. 6 is quite typical of experience at

90,000 -44.2 020/11 NTS, because group velocity is larger at

aSurface burst height. more distant stations. Paths to closer

stations reach about the same peak alti-
below 1000 ft, toward 084-, 121-, and tude but bend back to the ground at shorter

141-deg bearings. No ducting was shown range. Thus they have greater curvature
for the 062-deg bearing. Details of this so that hori7 •ntal propagation velocity

low-level structure are reproduced in components average smaller than they do

larger scale in Fig. 5, but using as hor- for greater ranges.

-7-
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UNumbers indicate bearing in deg
• • 1000 7-o

0+121 141

0084

-ou 950 - Fig. 6. Wave-arrival Velocity vs range.
2> 006Sa o 062

'60 680 700 720

Range - 103 ft

Transmissivity and Row-Charge Effects

Transmissivity ortransmission factor, ments have shown that a compromise o'c.-

T, for underground explosions:.is a func- curs, that a = 0.7 in directions perpendi-

tion of burst medium and scaled depth of cular to the row, 6 but there is-still

burst and is defined2 as the ratio off'b- considerable uncertainty regarding this

served airblast amplitude to that expected exponent. Also, off row ends, it appears

at the same distance from the same yield that a = 0.25. The form of this exponent

burst ip free air with the same atmos- change with bearing is not obvious but some

pheric conditions. For underground bursts, trigonometric form may be assumed.

Eq. (!)'becomes Thus, by comparLng recorded waves
9 W0 .4  .2 T, from airburst calibration shots of yieldPk --962 W R" T, (2)

Wa(Cal) with cratering explosives of single

for bursts In a homogeneous calm atmos- charge yield W.(Cr), fired close in space,

phere. This is multiplied by the atmos- a
R(Cal) = R(Cr), and in time, F(Cal)

pheric focus factor, F, for bursts in a F(Cr), transmissivity z.nd row charge of-

real atmosphere, so that fects are related by:

P= 962 W0 4 R" 2 TF. (3)

Row charges emit enhanced airblasts T -- (CO) [W (-Cai- 0.4

which have been empirically determined n Pk (Ca) I

to depend on a power of the number of

charges in the row, "n," and the yield-of Evaluating for Pre-Gondola Ill, with

a single charge In the row, Wi, as Wi(Cr) = 30 tons NM z 33 tons HE, and

* a 0.4 1.2 Wa (Cal) 2.52 tons HE free-air burst,

k= 962 nW TF. (4) gives:

If acoustic amplitude add.tlon were effec- 0.357 p4(Cr)

tive, L, = 1, while if yleld addidon were T -a . . (6)

assumed for a source, a = 0.4. Expert- 7aPk Cal)

-9-



Table 5. Signal amplitude ratios, ,normalized for yield.

a Atmospheric 7T 0.357 pi,(Cr)/Pk (Cal)

Station Signal ductb Cal- I Cal- 2"

Comertown a T 0.341 0.698 0.676

b Z 1.264 0.287, 0.696
Williston a T 0.557 0.485 0.430

b Z 0.411 0.819 1.040

c Z 0.410 0.235 0.214-
d Z 0.690 0.350 0.373

Wibaux a Z 2.099 1,086 1.273
Ismay a Z 1.412 1.109 1. 18b

b 0.454 0.353 0.400

c Z 0.354 0.175 0.277
aThe/,Ietters,a, b, c, d indicate successive arrivals of wave packets which have

travelled to different altitudes at differing average speeds.
bT - troposphere; Z - ozonosphere.

Pressure ratios, multiplied by 0.357, from the RMS solution. Expectations
have been calculated for each recorded are a'so indicated for a single 33-ton
wave in Table 5, and plotted vs bearing HIE burst arid for one of 7 X 33
from the row-chqrge axis in Fig. 7. A 231 tons of HE. This latter value is

prediction curve is shown based on exceeded by about 30% by the data aver-
T = 0.2 from Sedan and a = 0.475 age, but this is not necessarily significant
+ 0.225 cos 20 (where 0 is the bearing with such large data scatter.,
angle from the perpendicular), which Calculation of log-normal standard er-
yields (a,o) vaiues of (0.25, 90 deg) and rors from these data gives an ,'rror factor
(0.7, 0 deg). Also anRMS cosine cur'e of (,..98) l for the RMS curve, '(2.01) ±l for
fit was calculated forozonjSphere signals the preshot prediction curve, and (2.07)+1
and is shown by a clashed line. Including for the total yield, single source assump-

the troposp;ai-re d'ata would'little affect tion. In consequence, output from Pre-
this result. Data scotter is so great Gondola III was not found to be significantly
as to obscure any/ basWi for choice different from that expected from the pre-
between the two curves., Nor is it existing model for row-charge cratering
possible to separate the variable (0,T) explosions.

-10-
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Fig. 7. Normalized amplitude ratios vs bearing angles.

Conclusions

It appears, from these data, that row- agating to the great distances of concern

charge effects and reldtions to azimuthal to airblast off- site safety. With somuch

bearing, as determined by close -in meas - natural, unavoidable scatter in the results,
urements and with confidence limited by the confident extrapolations would require a

typical large data scattcr, maybe prop- considerably larger statistical data base.
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